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Abstract
Objective: To examine the effects of exposure to conflicting nutritional information
(CNI) through different forms of media on nutrition-related confusion and backlash
among consumers in the UK.
Design: Cross-sectional survey administered via Qualtrics among 18–75-year-old
participants in the UK. The sample was stratified by age and gender with quotas
defined according to the 2011 UK census distribution.
Setting: Qualtrics’ Online panel of respondents in the UK.
Participants: 676 participants comprising nearly an equal number of females
(n 341) and males (n 335) and a majority (58·6 %) from households whose income
was <£30 000.
Results: Our findings showed that nearly 40 % of respondents were exposed to
some or a lot of CNI. We found that while exposure to CNI from TV and online
news increased nutrition confusion, CNI from health professionals increased backlash. Exposure to CNI from social media and health websites was associated with
reduced backlash. We also found that nutrition confusion and backlash were negatively associated with exercise behaviour and fruit and vegetable consumption,
respectively.
Conclusions: Our study supports the theoretical pathways that explain the influence of CNI exposure on nutrition-related cognitive and behavioural outcomes.
Additionally, different types of online information sources are associated with
these outcomes to varying degrees. In the context of obesity and diabetes rates
in the UK, our findings call for (a) further experimental research into the effects
of CNI on consumers’ diet-related cognitions and behaviours and (b) multistakeholder, interdisciplinary approaches to address this problem.

Two research papers by nutrition researchers in 2019
grabbed the headlines setting off a cascade of chatter on
social media platforms. The first discovered that those on
plant-based diets – hitherto considered healthy – were at
increased risk of stroke(1). The second concluded that
red meat, widely considered a risk factor for many cancers
and heart disease, posed minimal danger to our health(2). In
addition to affecting trust and credibility in the messages
and their sources among consumers(3–5), conflicting nutritional information (CNI) attracts media coverage(6,7) and
prompts several questions of relevance to the general public who typically follow the release of findings of this
nature(8–10). For instance, should we now be more concerned about consuming plant-based diets and less concerned about consuming processed red meat? Should we
heed the findings of nutrition scientists if they are poised
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to continue contradicting each other? And should we
change our dietary behaviours based on the information
we receive from news and social media given how inconsistent it is? The aim of this paper is to examine the extent to
which exposure to CNI from various information sources
shapes nutrition-related cognitive responses and behaviours among consumers in the UK.

Understanding conflicting nutritional
information
Consumer’s exposure to nutrition information can be
understood to be enshrined within four overlapping
spheres where such information is produced and spreads
through society. In the socio-cultural sphere, consumers
are engaged in a constant process of negotiating meaning,
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norms and beliefs related to food and dietary practices that
are passed on to them through communication with their
families and external social networks which include everyone from friends and relatives to personal dietitians and
physicians(11–14). The second sphere pertains to the food
industry which produces and disseminates nutrition information through the use of nutrition labels on various food
products and the strategic placement of different types of
claims (health or affective) on product labels(15,16).
Nutrition labels and health claims have invited extensive
scholarly attention and debate. This is because various
studies have demonstrated consumers’ inability to easily
interpret the information in these labels(17,18). Additionally,
many claims have proven to be unregulated or scientifically
unproven, making consumers vulnerable targets to the
power of creative marketing strategies(19). The third
sphere pertains to the digital or online world which is
populated by independent nutrition websites (both
generic and niche), food bloggers, food activists, social
media influencers, food celebrities and governmental
food agencies each of whom produces information that
is based on one or a combination of personal knowledge,
market insights or scientific research(20,21). The last
sphere, and the one of interest to this paper, is nutrition
information produced by the global community of nutrition researchers. In its typical life cycle, the evidence of
the health-related effects of certain foods is generated by
nutrition scientists and is disseminated to scholarly audiences through research papers in academic journals and
to the general public via a press release to the news
media. The media’s framing of this news is driven by
the agendas of media institutions and various gatekeepers such as reporters and editors and, as such, eventually
shape public opinion(22–25). In the social media age, this
coverage diffuses rapidly through online social networks
triggering an avalanche of public response and ephemeral debates along the way as seen in the cases of
plant-based foods and red meat(26). It is in this context
that the problem of CNI takes root as nutrition research
produces findings that, at many times, are at odds with
each other.
CNI can be defined as information offering both positive
and negative support on the nutritional effects of consuming a certain foods(27,28). Consumers may thus receive information on both the risks and the benefits within the same or
different messages often leading to confusion about certain
commonly consumed foods such as eggs, red meat or wine,
their nutritional value and ultimately whether they are beneficial or harmful to health. Although widespread, the problem of CNI is understudied and is increasingly becoming
one of the public concerns in the European region. For instance, a study of consumers from eight European countries found participants perceiving risk messages about
red meat as less credible when it was followed by a message about the benefits of red meat(4). In the UK, conflicting
signals from recommendations and guidelines, advice from
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health professionals and their own reading of their infants’
signs have left new mothers grappling with the decision
about when to administer solid foods to their infant(29).
Qualitative inquiries have revealed how consumers might
become vulnerable to the appeal of commercially driven
nutrition information such as advertisements when confronted by conflicting or inconsistent information(30).
More recently, a 2018 survey of 500 adults reported that
43 % of respondents had difficulties in finding reliable information on healthy diets and that nutrition information from
the media (76 %) and experts (61 %) caused most confusion(31). A measure of the concern that CNI poses is the
launch of television programmes such as BBC’s ‘Food:
Truth or Scare’ aimed at helping its audience sift through
CNI(32) and other online resources developed to enable
consumers to decipher health-related news in the media
initiated by the British Nutrition Foundation(33) and the
NHS(34). The public concern about CNI, as evidenced by
these examples, is problematic when the current context
is considered: the UK faces an obesity crisis and therefore
requires the majority of the population to make critical
dietary choices; and social media, the most preferred
source of nutrition information, is now rife with healthrelated misinformation(31,35,36).

Problem definition and theoretical framework
Three inter-related and complex phenomena underpin the
CNI problem. The evolutionary and incremental nature of
the scientific process renders the discovery of conflicting
or contradictory evidence integral to the nutrition research
enterprise(28). Different forms of media (e.g. print, radio,
the Internet) exert different levels of influence on nutritionrelated attitudes and behaviours(37,38). And lastly, the sheer
multiplicity of and interlinkages between health information
sources within the Internet – online news, specialised medical websites and social media conversations – mean that
consumers are now grappling with an ‘infodemic’, a term
that denotes excessive amounts of information including
conflicting information and misinformation(39). Because consumers’ trust could vary from one source to the other based
on perceptions of credibility, their ability to act upon such
information is compromised(40–42).
As a first step, it is important to develop an understanding of the breadth of the CNI problem and the burden it
imposes on individual-level perceptions and decisions surrounding food, diet and nutrition. For instance, we have yet
to understand the prevalence of exposure to CNI among
UK consumers and the extent to which such exposure
varies by media type. The pathways between CNI exposure
and health attitudes and behaviours assume salience in
health emergency situations like COVID-19 where informational lacunae combine with evolving scientific findings
to create informational uncertainties for individuals eventually resulting in distrust of policymakers(43,44). In England,
COVID-19 has been shown to disproportionately affect
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those with diet-related conditions like type 2 diabetes . It
is important to create an evidence base that can inform the
practice of nutrition communicators looking to alleviate
decisional conflict and ambiguity among such vulnerable
groups.
In order to address these gaps in research, our study
builds on the work of Lee et al. (2018) who investigated
the cognitive and behavioural effects of CNI through a
three-wave panel study in the USA. Specifically, the authors
investigated the variable influences of different types of
media sources on (a) nutrition confusion – defined as perceived ambiguity about nutrition recommendations and
research and (b) nutrition backlash – defined as negative
beliefs about nutrition recommendations and research.
They further studied the extent to which nutrition confusion and backlash affected fruit and vegetable consumption and exercise-related behaviours. The authors built a
model of effects which demonstrated that exposure to
CNI via television and print media significantly influenced
nutrition confusion, nutrition confusion significantly influenced nutrition backlash and nutrition backlash was
related to decreased fruit and vegetable consumption.
We sought to adapt this study by testing the aforementioned pathways in the UK context where discussion about
CNI has seldom ventured beyond descriptive studies,
media commentaries and discussions on online forums.
There are however two key differences in our study.
One, we employed a cross-sectional design as opposed
to using a multiple wave design as was done in the original
study. This decision was purely driven by available resources. Two, the original authors aggregated CNI-related perceptions related to online news, social media and medical/
health websites and provided a singular score for CNI from
the ‘Internet’. However, we suggest that these three sources
have different functions: online news presents health information for a generic audience, health/medical websites
aim to provide accurate and unbiased information on all
aspects of the topic for an audience looking for information
on specific health topics and social media uses the underlying infrastructure of social networks to diffuse information that could be aggregated from different kinds of
sources including online news and medical websites(46,47).
Hence, in our study, we will assess the results of two models, one which combines the three sources (similar to the
original study) and the other which examines their effects
individually.

Study hypotheses
The hypotheses of the original study are listed below. Our
own additional hypothesis is in italics.
H1. There will be a positive relationship between exposure to CNI sources and confusion.
H1a. When CNI received via the Internet is segregated
by source, there will be different effects on confusion for
each source.

H2. There will be a positive relationship between confusion and backlash.
H3. There will be an indirect effect of CNI on backlash
via confusion.
H4. Confusion will be linked to lower fruit and vegetable
consumption.
H5. Confusion will be linked to lower exercise
frequency.
H6. Backlash will be linked to lower fruit and vegetable
consumption.
H7. Backlash will be linked to reduced exercise frequency.
H8. There will be an indirect effect of confusion on fruit
and vegetable consumption via backlash.
H9. There will be an indirect effect of confusion on exercise frequency via backlash.

Methodology
We conducted a cross-sectional online panel survey
administered via Qualtrics among 18–75-year-old participants in the UK. The sample was stratified by age and gender with quotas defined according to the 2011 census
distribution for these demographic variables. The survey
was first piloted (n 51) to identify discrepancies which were
later rectified in the final questionnaire (n 676). The age and
gender distribution of the respondent pool was representative of the UK population with participants predominantly
employed and white. A full breakdown of the participant
sample is given in Table 1. All data and analyses from
the study are available to access at https://osf.io/zpa5b/.
Measures (variables of interest)
Main outcome variables were measured as follows:
(i) Exposure to CNI: Participants rated the extent of CNI they
received from various sources over the past 12 months
on a four-point scale (‘not at all’, ‘a little’, ‘some’ and ‘a
lot’). The sources specified were ‘online news’, ‘social
media’, ‘medical or health websites’, ‘TV’, ‘Newspapers
or magazines’, ‘Family, friends or co-workers’, ‘Doctors
or other healthcare professional’ and ‘Other source’.
Consistent with Lee et al. (2018), online news, social
media and medical or health websites were combined
into an average score for ‘Internet’ (α = 0·78).
(ii) Nutrition Confusion: As in Lee et al. (2018), three items
measured nutrition confusion (e.g. ‘It is not always
clear to me what foods are best for me to eat’) on a
four-point scale (‘strongly disagree’, ‘disagree’, ‘agree’,
‘strongly agree’). The scale had good reliability
(α = 0·79). We opted for a four-point scale based on
data from a pilot study (n 51) which suggested that
large numbers of participants were selecting the central point on these scales (neither agree nor disagree;
23·5, 31·4 and 39·2 % for each item, respectively).
Changing to a four-point scale did not affect reliability
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Table 1 Socio-demographic profile and awareness of expert
nutrition information sources of survey respondents (n 676)
Variable
Age

Gender
Occupational
status

Household
income

Ethnicity
Behind the
Headlines
The Eatwell
Guide

Frequency

(Unweighted)
Percentage

18–24 years
25–34 years
35–44 years
45–54 years
55–64 years
65–75 years
Male
Female
Employed

111
103
119
137
97
109
335
341
411

16·4
15·2
17·6
20·3
14·4
16·1
49·6
50·4
60·8

Unemployed
Retired
Others (Student/Selfemployed/Carer/
Disabled)
Up to £10 000

70
109
86

10·4
16·1
12·7

79

11·7

£10 000–£14 999
£15 000–£19 999
£20 000–£29 999
£30 000–£39 999
£40 000 and above
White
Non-white
Heard of
Visited website
Heard of
Visited website

75
94
148
125
155
596
80
95
58
105
61

11·1
13·9
21·9
18·5
22·9
88·2
11·8
14·1
8·6
15·5
9·0

Categories

(α = 0·71 for the pilot). Distribution of scores from the
five-point to the four-point scale did not change for
the first two items (positively skewed towards ‘agree’;
‘It is not always clear to me what foods are best for
me to eat’ and ‘I often find food nutrition recommendations to be confusing’) and changed from an even distribution to a positively skewed distribution for the third
item (‘I find food nutrition research studies hard to
follow’).
(iii) Nutrition Backlash: Five items measured nutrition
backlash (e.g. ‘I am tired of hearing about what foods
I should or should not eat’) on a four-point scale
(‘strongly disagree’, ‘disagree’, ‘agree’, ‘strongly
agree’). One item from the scale used by Lee et al.
(2018) was accidentally dropped from the survey
(‘The evidence about healthy food choices is growing’). The scale had poor reliability (α = 0·58). Closer
inspection of the items suggested that the final two
items were more about attitudes to research than
about reactions to recommendations (‘Scientific
research provides good guidance about the best foods
to eat,’ and ‘I pay attention to new research on food
and nutrition’). This was borne out by an exploratory
factor analysis that suggested one factor based on
eigenvalues >1 (factor loadings shown in Table 2).
On this basis, the backlash scale was measured by
the three items that loaded onto Factor 1 and these
had acceptable reliability (α = 0·70).

Table 2 Means analysis of information sources of conflicting
nutritional information (CNI), and health-related cognitions in
decreasing order of mean scores

Sources of CNI (1–4)*:
TV
Online news
Social media
Internet
Family, friends and co-workers
Newspapers or magazines
Medical health websites
Doctors and healthcare professionals
Other sources
Health status (1–5)
Fruit and vegetable daily (1–5) consumption
Exercise (weekly) (1–5)
Health consciousness (1–4)
Confusion (1–4)
Backlash (1–4)

Valid

Mean

SD

674
676
676
676
673
673
674
675
667
676
676
676
676
676
676

2·48
2·40
2·30
2·24
2·24
2·13
2·02
1·89
1·68
3·28
3·24
2·45
2·97
2·89
2·58

1·04
1·00
1·15
0·89
1·04
1·08
1·04
1·01
0·95
1·10
1·33
1·21
0·52
0·63
0·46

*Numbers in parentheses indicate the lower and higher end points of the scale.

(iv) Healthy Behaviours: One item measured fruit and vegetable consumption (‘In the past week, on average,
how many servings of fruit, vegetables did you eat
or drink per day? (This includes table juice and fresh,
frozen or canned fruits/vegetables).’). This was measured on a five-point scale ranging from ‘1 or less’ to
‘5 or more’. One item measured exercise (‘During an
average week, how often do you exercise?’) on a
five-point scale from ‘Never’, ‘1–2 times’, ‘3–4 times’,
‘4–5 times’ to ‘6 or more times’.

Measures (control variables)
Analysis of the theoretical model controlled for three variables per Lee et al. (2018). Household income was measured
on a six-point scale (up to 10K, 10–14·9K, 15–19·9K,
20–29·9K, 30–39·9K, 40Kþ). Health status was measured
on a five-point scale (Poor–Excellent). Health consciousness
was measured with six items (e.g. ‘I reﬂect about my health a
lot’; α = 0·84) on a four-point scale (‘strongly disagree’, ‘disagree’, ‘agree’, ‘strongly agree’).

Analyses
Simple means analysis was used to measure the prevalence
of CNI exposure, health status, level of health consciousness and trust in traditional and online media (Table 3).
Following correlational analysis of key outcome variables,
we then used the ‘lavaan’ package with the JASP front-end
to conduct confirmatory factor analysis (see online supplementary material, Supplemental Table 1) and structural
equation modelling (SEM). Consistent with Lee et al.
(2018), we modelled confusion and backlash as latent
variables with confirmatory factor analysis demonstrating
their good fit with the data [(χ2(8) = 10·62, P = 0·22, Root
Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA) = 0·02,
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Table 3 Correlation matrix for main variables

Internet
TV
Print
Lay people
Health professionals
Confusion
Backlash
Servings of fruit and
vegetables
Exercise frequency

Internet

TV

Print

Lay people

Health professionals

Confusion

Backlash

Servings of fruit and
vegetables

−0·03
0·21***

–
0·60***
0·54***
0·58***
0·55***
0·19***
0
0·16***

–
0·59***
0·47***
0·46***
0·19***
−0·02
0·12**

–
0·47***
0·41***
0·16***
−0·11**
0·18***

–
0·53***
0·10**
0·02
0·11**

–
0·11**
0·18***
−0·03

–
–
−0·18***

–

0·13***

0·20***

0·14***

−0·07

−0·10**

0·21***

0·13***

0·09*

*P < 0·05, **P < 0·01, ***P < 0·001.

Comparative Fit Index (CFI) = 0·997, Standardised Root
Mean Squared Residual (SRMR = 0·03)].
The SEM analysis comprised first running the original
model (model 1) as per Lee et al. (2018) and then further
investigate key paths in a revised model (model 2).
Direct paths were drawn from each of the five information
sources to nutrition confusion and nutrition backlash, from
nutrition confusion to nutrition backlash, and from nutrition confusion to exercise, and nutrition backlash to fruit
and vegetable consumption. Direct paths were also drawn
from the control variables to mediating and dependent variables when there was a significant correlation, that is, from
Household income to Fruit and Vegetable Consumption,
from health status to Exercise Frequency and Fruit and
Vegetable Consumption, from Health Consciousness to
Exercise Frequency, Fruit and Vegetable Consumption,
Confusion, and Backlash (these are not displayed in the
diagrams for clarity).

Results
Descriptive analyses
We found that nearly 83 % of the respondents reported having encountered CNI over the past year, of which 39·9 % of
participants reported being exposed to ‘some’ or ‘a lot’ of
CNI (see online supplementary, Supplemental Table 2).
Table 2 provides means analyses of the levels of exposure to CNI from different information sources and various
health and diet-related cognitions. We found that participants were most exposed to CNI from television, online
news and social media and were least exposed to it from
doctors and health professionals. Participants reported
high levels of nutrition confusion and nutrition backlash
to CNI, although only few of them were familiar with or
used expert information sources such as NHS Behind the
Headlines, BNF’s Facts Behind the Headlines and the
Eatwell Guide (see Table 1) to address this problem.
While we found moderate to high health status and fruit
and vegetable consumption, exercise behaviour was low
to moderate.

Model testing
Consistent with our analytical approach described in the
section ‘Analyses’ the correlation matrix for key variables
of interest is shown in Table 3. The matrix demonstrates
statistically significant linear relationships between most
variables, ranging in strength from extremely weak
(0·00–0·20) to moderate (0·40–0·60).
Model 1 (Original model)
Direct paths were drawn from each of the five information
sources to nutrition confusion and nutrition backlash, from
nutrition confusion to nutrition backlash, and from nutrition confusion to exercise, and nutrition backlash to fruit
and vegetable consumption. The SEM model is diagrammed in Fig. 1.
The SEM model was a good fit to the data: χ2(63) = 75·71,
P = 0·13, RMSEA = 0·02, CFI = 0·988, SRMR = 0·02.
Exposure to CNI from TV predicted confusion (b = 0·13,
SE = 0·03, P = 0·02; H1); confusion predicted backlash
(b = 0·39, SE = 0·05, P < 0·01; H2); backlash negatively predicted fruit and vegetable consumption (b = –0·15,
SE = 0·11, P < 0·01; H6); and there was a relationship
between fruit and vegetable consumption and exercise frequency (b = 0·13, SE = 0·04, P < 0·01). We found a significant
pathway for the effect of lay people (b = –0·13, SE = 0·03,
P = 0·02) and health professionals (b = 0·19, SE = 0·03,
P < 0·01) on backlash (H1). Conflicting information from
lay people predicted less backlash, whereas conflicting
information from health professionals predicted more backlash. We also found a significant negative effect of confusion
on self-reported exercise (b = –0·12, SE = 0·10, P < 0·01; H5,
supported here but not in previous study).
We found an indirect effect of information from TV on
backlash mediated by confusion (b = 0·05, SE = 0·01,
P = 0·03; H3). In addition, although we did not find a significant indirect effect of CNI from lay people on fruit
and vegetable consumption via backlash, we did find a significant indirect effect of health professionals on fruit and
vegetable consumption mediated through backlash (b =
–0·03, SE = 0·01, P = 0·02; H3). We found an indirect effect
of confusion on fruit and vegetable consumption via backlash (b = –0·06, SE = 0·04, P < 0·01; H8) but did not find an
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Internet
0∙12
–0∙01
TV

0∙13
–0∙04

Confusion

–0∙03

Fruit and Veg
Consumption

–0∙12

0∙05
Print

–0∙15

0∙39

0∙13

0∙05
–0∙04
Lay people

Backlash

–0∙01

Exercise

–0∙13
0∙01

0∙19

Health professionals

Fig. 1 Structural equation modelling (SEM) model showing standardised estimates. Control variables and correlations between the
sources of exposure are not shown for clarity. Significant paths are in bold

indirect effect of confusion on exercise frequency via backlash (contrary to H9).
Consistent with the previous work, H4 (link between
confusion and fruit and vegetable consumption) and H7
(link between backlash and reduced exercise) were not
supported.

(b = –0·06, SE = 0·04, P < 0·01) but not for the relationship
between confusion on exercise via backlash.

Model 2 (Revised model)
Given that there was no effect of conflicting information
received via the Internet (contrary to what we expected),
we considered the possibility that different Internet sources
may be perceived differently. Consequently, we ran a second SEM analysis separating out the different aspects of
Internet information into information received from online
news, from social media and from medical/health websites.
This produced a model that was a slightly better fit
(χ2(75) = 76·85, P = 0·42, RMSEA < 0·01, CFI = 0·998,
SRMR = 0·02). This model is diagrammed in Fig. 2.
This second model shows that CNI received via the
Internet does have effects on confusion and backlash. In
addition to the significant paths identified in model 1, there
are significant regressions on confusion from online news
(b = 0·14, SE = 0·03, P = 0·01) and from medical/health
websites (b = –0·11, SE = 0·03, P = 0·047) – consistent with
H1a. Backlash is also significantly regressed by online news
(b = 0·13, SE = 0·03, P = 0·04) and social media (b = –0·15,
SE = 0·03, P = 0·01). There was also a significant indirect
effect of online news on backlash via confusion (b = 0·06,
SE = 0·01, P = 0·02). There was no significant indirect effect
of medical/health websites on backlash via confusion.
Indirect relationships on both fruit and vegetable consumption and exercise were tested from significant predictors of
confusion and backlash (online news, social media and
medical/health websites), but no significant relationships
were found. An indirect relationship between confusion
on fruit and vegetable consumption via backlash was found

This paper examined the cognitive and behavioural effects
of exposure to conflicting or contradictory information to
food, diet and nutrition-related issues in the UK. We sought
to adapt Lee et al.’s (2018) model which looked at the varying influence of different media sources on nutritionrelated confusion and backlash, and subsequent effects
on individual-level food consumption and exercise. Key
findings included prevalence of exposure to CNI, confusion and backlash, and limited utilisation of online expert
resources made available by the NHS and other sources.
Model testing revealed not only significant pathways most
of which provided support for Lee et al.’s (2018) findings
but also new linkages that merit attention from theoretical
and practical perspectives.
We found additional support for the authors’ hypotheses about a positive relationship between exposure to
CNI specifically via TV, the relationship between nutrition-related confusion and backlash, the indirect effects
of CNI exposure on backlash via confusion, and the negative relationships between backlash and fruit and vegetable
consumption. These findings demonstrate that the
influence of CNI exposure on consumer cognitions and
subsequent negative effects on individual-level health
behaviours that were originally found in the USA also exist
in the UK.
Additionally, our analyses revealed several new significant pathways which add to the original work and provide
contextual nuance – three of these pathways merit discussion. First, the original model found a negative relationship

Discussion
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Online news

0∙14
0∙13

Social media

0∙09
–0∙15

Medical/health –0∙11
websites
0∙04

–0∙04

Confusion

0∙13

Fruit & Veg
Consumption

–0∙12

TV

–0∙15

0∙39

0∙13

–0∙05
0∙07
Print

Backlash
0∙04

Exercise
–0∙01

–0∙06
Lay people

–0∙12
0∙06

Health professionals

0∙18

Fig. 2 Model 2 structural equation modelling (SEM) breaking internet information into components of online news, social media and
medical/health websites. The model shows standardised estimates. Control variables and correlations between the sources of exposure are not shown for clarity. Significant paths are in bold

between exposure to CNI from laypeople and nutrition
backlash. This finding can be explained by the potential
to engage in back-and-forth exchanges with interpersonal
networks which allows for real-time feedback, thereby
increasing the opportunity to reconcile ambiguities(48,49).
Alternatively, interpersonal communication about CNI
among lay people might culminate in deference to experts
with deeper knowledge of issues, thereby reducing backlash(50). Our data are insufficient to adjudicate between
these explanations, and further exploration is needed.
Second, we found that exposure to CNI from health
professionals is associated with higher backlash which
is consistent with our rationale for the effect of lay persons. Since health professionals can be seen as being
responsible for or identified with research, CNI from
health professionals and the resultant ambiguities shape
negative perceptions about research, thereby increasing
backlash. Diet-related advice could be shared by health
professionals during the course of a clinical interaction.
However, the pervasive influence of the Internet has
now meant that patients seek information from online
sources both prior to, and after, the clinical interaction
for seeking reassurance about advice they have just
received(51). These behaviours have been shown to result
in potential dissatisfaction with the health professions and
tensions in the patient–provider relationship (ibid).
Third, we found useful insights by trifurcating the collective ‘Internet’ variable into online news, social media and
health/medical websites especially as we found that each
of them discretely influenced nutrition confusion or backlash. Our approach is informed by the fact that the Internet
is a diverse medium, and each of these three online sources
provides distinct utilities to the user. Internet scholars

suggest that consumption of health news from the websites
of traditional print and broadcast news outlets is driven by
generic day-to-day consumption of news(47). An analysis of
the newspaper reporting of dietary advice in the UK concluded that unsubstantiated claims made by the press
‘may contribute to public confusion regarding authoritative
dietary advice’, providing heft to our finding that CNI exposure from online news shaped both nutrition-related confusion and backlash(52). Medical/health websites, on the
other hand, are mostly used by those seeking information
related to specific health-related conditions(47).
CNI from medical and health websites was associated
with reduced confusion. This finding might seem counterintuitive given that the Internet is one of the most common
sources of conflicting information(53). However, a study
examining online health information seeking among
English women approaching menopause suggests that
Internet users employ heuristics to sift through online
information and assessed its credibility based on expertise
and bias before placing their trust in any website(54). In the
USA, Jung and colleagues (2016) concluded that message
accuracy plays a greater role in shaping perceptions of
credibility among participants with high issue involvement and that those with low levels of prior knowledge
tended to apprise both, the accuracy of the message
and the expertise of the source. The specific heuristics
and cues that UK Internet users employ in navigating
the maze of conflicting online nutritional information
remains an understudied area and commands further
investigation. It appears from our findings that the source
of CNI could have a bearing on cognitive responses. For
instance, some conflicting information (e.g. that which is
received from laypersons) might offer no basis for
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arbitrating the contradictory claims. Other conflicting
information, such as that received from health and medical websites, helps to weigh up the relative merits of the
conflicting claims and may thus reduce confusion.
Last, social media serves as an integrating, catalytic platform that draws information from various sources including
news media and medical websites and provides a forum for
real-time, albeit ephemeral debates. Our finding about
exposure to CNI on social media reducing backlash needs
to be considered in the context of social media being the
preferred medium for nutrition information seeking in
the UK(31). In contrast to online news and medical websites,
social media offers consumers the facility to communicate
with their interpersonal networks as well as experts, health
professionals and food and health organisations all of
whom coexist in the same space. Communication between
these communities of experts and consumers potentially
reduces confusion, increases clarity and alleviates
backlash.
While offering these suggestions for the mechanisms
responsible for the relationships between different
Internet sources and confusion or backlash, we acknowledge that our explanations are only tentative and merit further research to understand the mediators between
receiving conflicting nutrition information via various
Internet sources and its effect on confusion. Potential mediating variables to be considered include trust, self-efficacy
and understanding of the scientific process which leads to
the generation of findings from nutritional scientists.
Additionally, recalibrating nutrition information from a
five-point to four-point scale may have produced response
bias in the third item, which we acknowledge as a limitation
(i.e. participants may not read nutrition research studies
and may genuinely neither agree nor disagree with
this item).

Implications for public health nutrition research
and practice
Our paper draws attention to several issues and highlights
several gaps in this area of critical concern to the public
health nutrition community. The wide prevalence of exposure to CNI and associated levels of nutrition confusion and
backlash commands the need to conduct a scaled up, longitudinal survey so that we can investigate the influence of
geographical or socio-demographic factors on these cognitions and examine them over time. The low rates of identification and adoption of expert sources of verification
suggest the need to engage audiences further and develop
more interactive ways of aiding the public to sift through
conflicting or contradictory nutrition information. Our addition to Lee et al.’s (2018) study by way of highlighting the
differential and significant influences of different types of
Internet sources on nutrition-related confusion and backlash opens new doors for investigation. For instance, it
would be useful to use big data techniques to track the life
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cycle of nutrition information from the press release by scientists’ institutions to media coverage and subsequent
transmission on social media. This would allow us to not
only track the networks that underlie linkages between online news, medical websites and social media but also help
us identify how social media influencers shape the agenda
of nutrition news and contribute to its diffusion. Last, our
work has continued the methodological tradition of the
original work in terms of an online survey. However, it is
incumbent upon the nutrition communication community
to employ more scientifically robust methodologies such as
experimental trials to identify heuristic cues that influence
audiences’ consumption of nutrition information. These
insights can be leveraged to develop ubiquitous digital
interventions that can strengthen consumers’ ability to discern between news about nutrition findings that is scientifically robust or weak.
Our findings bear several implications for public health
practitioners and more specifically, nutrition educators and
communicators. At a policy level, it is incumbent upon governmental organisations such as the NHS to investigate the
causes of limited exposure to, and use of, their online tools
that seek to demystify CNI. These efforts may include
examining the barriers to access or uptake of these tools
and redesigning them in a manner that attracts wider
engagement. There is also a need for cross-sectoral collaboration and dialogue to unpack the CNI problem by
involving all stakeholders. These include scientists, public
relations experts in universities who translate research findings into press releases, science journalists and non-profit
civil sector organisations like the British Nutrition
Foundation and the British Dietetics Association. Such collaborations may help to develop coordinated and innovative digital interventions for consumers that blend insights
from psychology, design and science communication. Last,
global concerns around the COVID-19 infodemic mean
that the online information overload(55) will likely expose
consumers to not just CNI but also misinformation spread
by both human and automated agents. In concert with our
findings, these contemporary trends imply a critical need
for the public health nutrition community to come up with
ways to minimise confusion and backlash. As we seek to
forestall the threats of technological advancements to the
nutritional information environment, it will be important
to do so by leveraging these new capabilities.
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